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“There will be no loss of wealth. And a forgiving servant will
surely Allah add glory to him."(Muslim History)

SDG
To design and formulate a sustainable standard of
living, Yayasan D-8 Malaysia plays an important role to
support the country's efforts in delivering the United
Nations Programme on the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). Initially, six (6) SDG programmes were
identified to be compatible with the socio-economic
environment of Muslims in Malaysia.

(Sustainable Development Goals)



D-8 
Organization for Economic Cooperation

About

Peace from conflict.
Dialogue rather than confrontation.
Cooperation from exploitation.
Justice versus "double standards".
Equality, not discrimination.
Democracy, not oppression.

CEFC MyMasjid D-8 Program  
Sharing Malaysia's Success Stories (Malaysia Success
Story)
The Digital Economy Platform
The 'World Islamic Centre of Excellence' (W.I.C.E)

D-8 was declared in Istanbul in 1997 which consists of 8
countries namely Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran,
Malaysia, Nigeria, Pakistan and Turkey. This group of
countries has a population of 1.2 billion with a gross domestic
product (GDP) of USD 4 trillion. D-8 is headquartered in
Istanbul, Turkey, headed by the Secretary-General and under
the auspices of the United Nations. The Post Of Secretary-
General shall be held in rotation by the member states every
4 years.

The main objective of D-8 is declared to be socio-economic
development according to the following principles:

On July 26, 2023, the Secretary-General of the D-8
Organization received and signed a "Memorandum of
cooperation" to achieve the above objectives under the
private initiative of the D-8 Creative Economy and Financial
Center (CEFC) Program. 

This Memorandum of agreement is to achieve a vision and
mission to improve the communities in the D-8 countries in
terms of per capita income and Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). The method of treatment is through the principle of
'GIFT Economy' and among the main programs given priority
under the CEFC D-8 program are:

Main modules of the Program D8-CEFC
MyMasjid SDG

D8-CEFC MyMasjid SDG
Operation Flow Structure

Expanding business network
Join businesses in the local and global digital
economy (worldwide)
Provide access to financial facilities to develop
the business
Improve business knowledge and skills
Bringing communities (merchants,
consumers, & governments) together on one
platform
Contributing to and implementing socio-
economic programmes (SDGs)
Close kinship with fellow human beings
(silaturrahim)
Contributing to the cost of business
Sustainable business
Generate revenue for consumers and
merchants

This digital Platform gives 10 benefits;

D8-CEFC
MyMasjid SDG

Is a program of economic development and
improvement of the ummah through a digital

platform called D-8 CEFC MyMasjid for (Muslims &
non-Muslims) around the world including the United

Nations SDG (Sustainable Development Goals)
program .

OPERATING - GOVERNMENT,
PRIVATE AND D-8
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